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$27,900,000 CB

FUNDING

$10,054,986 CMC

VALUATION

14 Li

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Eidoo, a Ticino based blockchain startup, has 

officially launched the ICO Engine to allow cryp-

to companies and startups host and manage 

their token sales safely and with ease via the 

Eidoo mobile app.

COMPANY NAME

Eidoo

Token Ticker:

EDO

Sub-Category:

Wallet & Vault

$2,000,000 2

FUNDING

$10,000,000 2

VALUATION

16 Li

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Metaco is a Swiss-based company with internatio-

nal presence. It brings together industry experts 

and most talented engineers to fulfill the require-

ments of financial corporations. The company’s 

aim is to offer outstanding value propositions 

to our clients in the field of distributed ledgers 

and digital currencies, with a particular focus 

on payment and banking.

COMPANY NAME

Metaco

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Wallet & Vault

$40,000,000 CB

FUNDING

$500,000,000 2

VALUATION

5 Li

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Xapo has been described by The Wall Street 

Journal as the Fort Knox of bitcoin storage. So 

if you’re looking to secure your bitcoins, then 

look no further than the Xapo Vault. We’ve deve-

loped a new standard of bitcoin security and 

protect your assets in the Vault so that you are 

rest assured that your money is safe and sound.

COMPANY NAME

Xapo

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Wallet & Vault

$3,000,000 CC

FUNDING

$25,000,000 2

VALUATION

2 CC

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

The Zulu Republic aims to mitigate the adop-

tion problem, leveraging blockchain technology 

to create a sustainable cryptotoken ecosystem 

composed of individuals, merchants, and larger 

businesses, bolstered by enterprise-level activity 

and product “exports”—creating a place where 

people can not only make use of blockchain 

technology in their daily lives but thrive in the 

process of doing so.

COMPANY NAME

Zulu Republic

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Payment & Stabletoken

$2,000,000 2

FUNDING

$20,000,000 DR

VALUATION

13 Li

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Digital Bitbox is a minimalist bitcoin hardware 

wallet packed with security and privacy. Safely 

hold and spend your coins with peace of mind.

COMPANY NAME

Shift Cryptosecurity

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Wallet & Vault

$210,000,000 DR

FUNDING

$1.000.000.000 2

VALUATION

5 3

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Libra is built on a secure, scalable, and relia-

ble blockchain and is designed to help bring 

people everywhere equal access to financial 

services. Libra is backed by a reserve of assets 

so that its value stays stable.

COMPANY NAME

Libra

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category: 

Payment & Stabletoken


